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A world-class leadership development programme
Created and led by professional business facilitators in
partnership with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
A unique opportunity to discover the keys to
consistent brilliant performance
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What
Know the Score is a world-class leadership programme that

Know the Score is delivered by professionals with international

harnesses the exceptional expertise of the symphony orchestra

business

to enable business leaders to fine-tune their performance.

partnership with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.

Delegates sit amongst the renowned Royal Philharmonic

The programme consists:

Orchestra and see first-hand the secrets of consistently brilliant
performance. Moving Performance facilitates the use of this
powerful metaphor to provide a platform for strategic thinking
about the delegates’ own performances and those of their
organisations.

The dynamic, multi-sensory learning created

within a live orchestral experience is powerful, effective and
long-lasting.

leadership,

music

and

coaching

expertise,
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0945 — Welcome and coffee
1015 — Workshop: Staging the music metaphor
1130 — First-hand experience of the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra
1300 — Lunch
1400 — Workshop with break: Application of the music
metaphor

The mechanisms of high performance are placed centre-stage
for scrutiny: unifying vision; building trust amidst diversity; how
control, quality and consistency support virtuosic brilliance. The
learning is targeted, the application transformative.

1700 — Champagne reception and dinner
1930 — Concert

Who
Know the Score is aimed at businesses, their teams and clients

Know the Score is the first leadership programme to harness

who seek to drive performance to the next level.

the exceptional expertise of the symphony orchestra for learning
in business performance.

Moving Performance facilitates quality learning through
innovative and engaging solutions:

We address the following areas:
Cultivating passion and aligning ambition in your

“A unique experience” Accenture

organisation
“Innovative, exciting and thought provoking” Northern Rock
Building community among a highly diverse and multi“A wow factor the like of which I have never

skilled group of people

experienced before” Grant Thornton
Connecting your organisation to the highest point of
leverage

Delivering immediate change through listening and
collaborative communication

Creating an environment of proactive contribution

To book a place, or to find out more, please visit
www.movingperformance.com/knowthescore
Email: knowthescore@movingperformance.com
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Telephone 0207 1836 250

